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Gender Geopolitics:
Social Space and Volatile Bodies, 1937-1945
Jianmei Liu
In 1937, as Japan developed its full-scale war in China, a 
large number of writers who originally assembled in cultural 
centers such as Beijing and Shanghai began migrating to areas 
beyond Japanese power.1 This relocation of Chinese writers 
during the war period (1937-1945) made the wentan (the literary 
scene), much more diversified than before. The diversity in the 
wentan is a challenge to literary historians who embrace cultural 
or social unity defined in terms of the Zeitgeist One may wonder 
whether this diversity can be likened to a diasporic situation in 
which the literati temporarily swung away from mainstream 
literature, or, on the contrary, whether the different geographies 
reinforced the politics of location in a more essential way? 
Further, could the transformation of geopolitics under the 
pressure of war create a unified nationalist identity, or was *1
A condensed version of this essay was presented at the meeting 
of the Association for Asian Studies in Chicago, March 1997. My 
greatest debt is due to David Wang. Many thanks to Ann Huss and Earl 
Tai for their support orr earlier drafts of this essay, and to Howard 
Goldblatt and Lydia Liu 彳for their helpful comments on my condensed 
version. Insightful suggestions from the editors and two anonymous 
reviewers were indispensable in shaping my final revisions.
1 Some writers stayed in the same places, such as Zhou Zuoren 
in Beijing; Zheng Zhenduo, Wang Tongzhao, Shi Tuo, Tang Tao, and 
Ke Ling in Shanghai; and Zhang Ziping in Nanjing. But many writers 
migrated: Xiao Hong, Xu Dishan, Xiao Qian, and Duanmu Hongliang to 
Hong Kong; Guo Moruo, Lao She, Ba Jin, Bing Xin, and writers of the 
“school of July” to Chongqing; Wang Luyan and Ai Wu to Guilin; Shen 
Congwen, Zhu Ziqing, and Wen Yiduo to Kunming; Ye Shengtao and Li 
Jieren to Chengdu; and Ding Ling, Zhou Libo, Ouyang Shan, Cao 
Ming, and Xiao Jun to Yan'an.
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nationalist identity inevitably complicated in terms of gender 
geographies of place and displacement?
Most literary critics seek to remap the mainstream of 
modern Chinese literary history and criticism in terms of three 
geopolitical spaces: Shanghai as an isolated area dominated by 
the Japanese; Yan^n as a center of literature highly influenced 
by Mao Zedong’s “Talks at the Yan’an Conference on Literature 
and Arts”； and Chongqing as a place undeu QMD (Guomindang) 
control. Although different geopolitical pdwers produced and 
shaped literary practices in a number^of ways, the many 
positions taken and representations made by writers offered 
multiple possibilities for analysis. The interconnection of the 
geopolitical and the literary fields makes a single and linear 
description of this literature's history problematic.
Here I propose the idea of “gender geopolitics” as a means 
of rethinking the interaction between space reproduction and 
sub jective gender positions. By looking at d iffe ren t 
representa tions of the bodies o f female spies in three  
geopolitical spaces— Shanghai, Yan’an, and Chongqing— I will 
address the way in which women's bodies were socially and 
politically constructed. I do so in terms of where the authors 
were situated and how the women characte rs ’ bodies 
consistently transgressed the boundaries of space as these 
authors lingered between actual and potential positions in the 
literary field of power. Seeing bodies as 1(the mobile and 
changeable terms of cultural production," the feminist critic 
Elizabeth Grosz points out that they “always extend the 
frameworks which attempt to contain them, to seep beyond their 
domains of control” （Grosz 1994: ix). Based on such a point of 
view, I am inclined to scru tin ize  the con ta inab ility  and 
unconta inab ility , and the constitu tive  a rticu la tion  and 
disarticulation, of women's bodies, rather than simply to consider 
them fundamentally passive and transparent vehicles and 
media.2 In other words, I show how different cultural, social, 
political， and geographical signs are imposed on women’s
2 When Elizabeth Grosz criticizes the account of body as “raw 
materials，” she argues that “this does not imply that the body is in any 
sense natural or raw, i.e., non- or presocial. Nor, on the contrary, can 
the body itself be regarded as purely a social, cultural, and signifying 
effect lacking its own weighty materiality” （Grosz 1994: 21).
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bodies and how the volatility of these bodies resists being 
confined. As a result, the dislocations caused by the dialogue 
between women’s biological and constructed bodies inevitably 
alter the boundaries between social and symbolic spaces and 
complicate a literary history that dwells upon linear and 
evolutionary thinking. My study rejects the idea that one can 
establish a universal, ahistorical, essential female identity. I 
question the coherence of the gender identity that was 
integrated with nationalist discourse during the Sino-Japanese 
war period.
The female spy is a figure of a certain discursive unease, 
an amalgam of politics and erotics, who is a political threat— a 
femme fatale secretly hidden within a seductive body. Her 
dubious status combines sexuality and knowledge, the stability 
and instability of symbolic powers. This image has a special 
relevance to the production of political signs during the war 
period, yet such an image does not mean that the political signs 
derived from different social spaces3 could purely and simply be 
inscribed on the bodies of female spies. Rather, the image of the 
female spy clearly indicated the fears and anxieties of sexuality 
typical in China when its people were under the constraints of 
Japanese power. Thus, to address the interaction between 
social space and the writer^ position-taking, I first analyze Mao 
Dun's Fushi [Putrefaction], which was written in Hong Kong but 
takes place in Chongqing. By relating Mao Dun's love affair, 
which motivated his writing of the novel, to the intricate image of 
the female spy he portrays, I do not deal merely with the social 
space of Chongqing,'but also with the author as a subject or an 
agent of that space, i then turn to the erotic and exotic scene of 
Shanghai occupied t»y the Japanese. The female spies in Zhang
3 The social space that I discuss in this paper cannot simply be 
reduced to the political field; rather, as Pierre Bourdieu suggests, it 
“represents itse lf in the form o f agents endowed with d iffe ren t 
properties that are systematically linked among themselves. . . .  In 
other words, through the distribution of properties, the social world 
presents itself, objectively, as a symbolic system which is organized 
according to the logic of difference, of different distance. Social space 
tends to function as a symbolic space, a space of life-styles and status 
groups characterized by different life styles" (Bourdieu 1990: 132).
茅盾
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我在霞村的時候
Ailing's short story HSe/JieM [Lust/principle] and in Xu Xu's full- 
length novel Fengxiaoxiao [The sighing wind] provide a site for 
the convergence of hybrid identities, political power, and the 
modern rhetoric of the representation of women's bodies. Finally, 
I choose Ding Ling’s “Wo zai Xiacun de shihou” [When I was in 
Xia Village] to show the uneasiness of feminist writing in its 
engagement with the female spy, defined by the Communist 
ideology in Yan’an.
My discussion will explore the possible inscriptions of 
women's bodies within three particular spaces (Chongqing, 
Shanghai, and Yan'an). But I do not attempt to provide a 
comprehensive panorama of these three social spaces, nor do I 
conclude that these writers best represent these spaces. Rather, 
my study pays more attention both to the testimony of writers’ 
individual experiences of place and displacement and to the 
relationship of such testimony to symbolic power. As one of the 
most persistent incarnations of war literature, the female spy 
marks the confluence of history, space, gender, and politics. 
Therefore, through case studies of the female spies who are 
insistently allegorized by different literary representations, I 
establish a framework within which interconnections among 
these three seemingly isolated geopolitical spaces— with 
different ideologies— can become visible and analyzable.
Chongqing: The Double Role
What happened to the wentan when many famous writers 
(for example, Mao Dun) constantly moved from one place to 
another between 1937 and 1945? How could a writer or his (or 
her) novel represent a single place, especially when the novel 
was conceived and finished elsewhere? Could Mao Dun’s 
literary practice have been shaped by a specific space even if he 
was traveling, and if so, how? Raising these questions does not 
mean that I propose to disqualify the symbolic power of a 
specific social space embedded in Mao DunJs Fushi, or to view 
this novel as the one and only reflection of the complexity of that 
space. Although Fushi seems to be preoccupied with political 
issues, it still evokes dilemmas in the interplay of politics and 
writing and of space and representation. Actually, Mao Dun's 
travels, which cover Shanghai, Hong Kong, Xinjiang, Yan’an， 
and Chongqing, offer us a general picture of wartime geopolitical
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spaces. Moreover, in this context we can consider the clashes 
between the constraints of objective spaces and the author’s 
subject-positions as a husband, lover, important writer, and 
former Communist.
In 1941, Mao Dun's Fushi was written and published in 
Hong Kong, although the novel itself deals with the unpleasant 
political situation in GMD-dominated Chongqing. Before and 
after the publication of this novel, Mao Dun, like many other 
famous writers, suffered through a time of political and national 
turmoil; he had great difficulty finding a safe and peaceful place 
to live and write. When the Japanese took over Shanghai in 
1938, Mao Dun, Ba Jin, and Feng Xuefeng organized a small 
magazine entitled Nahan [A call to arms], whose nationalist 
slogans and concepts were more pronounced than its literary 
elements. Then in 1938, Mao Dun and his whole family migrated 
to Hong Kong, where he launched Wenyi zhendi [The battlefield 
of the arts]. A very influential magazine during the war period, 
Wenyi zhendi created a cultural space for serious, independent 
literary productions not supporting nationalist dogma through 
empty slogans.
Despite his contribution to the new cultural center in Hong 
Kong, Mao Dun decided to engage in the more practical job of 
rebuilding Xinjiang, which was not under the control of the 
Japanese, the GMD, or the CCP (Chinese Communist Party). 
From 1939 to 1940, Mao Dun worked wholeheartedly on 
Xinjiang's educational system, which he believed was related to 
the fate of the nation. After he discovered the conspiracy of the 
Xinjiang governor Shen Shicai, who pretended to cooperate with 
Yan’an but in fac t彳brutally murdered progressive and leftist 
celebrities, Mao Duji took his whole family to Yan’an， where he 
met Mao Zedong^apd Zhou Enlai. As a left-wing writer, Mao Dun 
had always supported revolutionary literature; however, he lost 
contact with the Communist Party after the failure of its first 
revolution. Like most vacillating youths after the failed revolution, 
he maintained a certain distance from political struggles during 
the 1930s.4 This time, he submitted an application to renew his
馮雪峰
吶喊
文藝陣地
盛世才
毛 澤 東 周 恩 來
4 After the fiasco of the first Chinese Communist Revolution, 
which took place in 1927, Mao Dun published his announcement of 
separating himself from politics in the GMD dominant newspaper.
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Party membership again, an earlier application having been 
turned down by the extreme leftist leaders in 1931. But he was 
ordered by Mao and Zhou to maintain a non-partisan position in 
order to propagandize in Chongqing. Like his fictional character 
趙惠明 Zhao Huiming， Mao Dun also had to play a double role with true 
and veiled identities after he and his wife moved to Chongqing.5 
秦德君 It was Mao Dun’s former lover， Qin Dejun, who inspired
him to write Fushi. Although Mao Dun belonged to the May 
Fourth generation, which fought fiercely against the traditional 
patriarchal system, he himself had an .unhappy arranged 
marriage all his life.
W hile try ing to escape the GlVID’s massacre of 
Communists in 1927, he met Qin Dejun, who was an attractive 
“new woman” with highly progressive and revolutionary ideas. 
After living with Qin Dejun in Japan for almost two years, 
concerned about his personal and political fame as well as 
submissive to his mother and wife, Mao Dun finally chose to 
leave Qin.6 This choice revealed a contradictory character that 
not only pervaded his whole life but also underscored his 
practical and literary engagement in politics. However, his 
abandonment of Qin Dejun cast a gloomy shadow over him; in 
similar fashion the entangled problem of his Party membership 
hovered over him throughout his life.
When Mao Dun was working a double role in Chongqing, 
he heard this rumor about Qin Dejun playing the role of a spy by 
working for the GMD and the local government. What was most 
intriguing, however, was that Qin also took up the role the 
Communist Party had assigned to her as a spy. Without knowing 
her veiled status, Mao Dun thought that Qin had already 
degenerated into a GMD spy. The conflation of the former lover 
and the current spy stimulated Mao Dun's writing of Fushi after 
he and his family moved from Chongqing to Hong Kong. (The
5 For an analysis of the relationship between the image of Zhao 
Huiming and Mao Dun's double role in Chongqing, see Wang (1992: 
99).
虹 6 Mao Dun’s famous long novel Hong [Rainbow] was written
according to the raw materials Qin Dejun offered. According to Qin’s 
friend, who also experienced the turbulence of sexual and political life, 
Mao Dun successfully condensed history and politics into the figure of 
the new woman.
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family moved because of the New Fourth Army Incident, in 
which Jiang Jieshi launched a surprise attack on the major 
Communist force in the United Front against the Japanese.) 
Concealed under disguises, both Qin Dejun and the fictional 
figure Zhao Huiming have political motivations for hiding their 
true identities.
Both the real-life figure and the character played roles in 
the articulation of politics, nationalism, and sexuality. But to what 
extent could geopolitical space remold and shape their political 
identities at the same time that their female sexuality mobilized 
and destabilized the space itself? How did Mao Dun as a male 
writer infuse his personal interests into the representation of the 
relationship between space and the female?
According to the preface, this novel is transcribed from a 
woman's diary hidden at a bomb shelter in Chongqing. Narrating 
as a woman confessing in the first-person, Mao Dun reveals the 
secret story of a female spy, Zhao Huiming, who works for the 
Chongqing government. At the beginning of the novel, the 
narrator discloses what leads to Zhao’s degeneration; this 
degeneration is the result of both her superficial character and 
the oppression of male-centered society. In order to be 
independent after being abandoned by a man who leaves her 
pregnant and takes away all her savings, she has to work as a 
spy for the GMD. Her choice of abandoning her own baby and 
becoming a spy appears very clearly to be a revenge, for she 
claims again and again that “she is not a womanly woman” （Mao 
Dun 1974: 4). H ow le r, by refusing to accept the conventional 
role that society assigns to women, she jumps into another trap: 
she becomes involved in the bloody murder of the Communists 
through the use o^her seductive body. The depiction of this 
sequence of events allows the narrative to blend in with the 
visible and invisible social space of Chongqing, for Zhao spies 
and is spied on at the same time. When she is sent to spy on 
some Communists and to seduce her old boyfriend Xiaozhao, 
who holds strong Marxist beliefs, she is kept under close 
surveillance. The significance of Zhao Huiming’s personal 
situation lies in the fact that Chongqing is like a big prison where 
her body is manipulated by po litica l d isc ip line . Finally, 
Xiaozhao’s execution forces her to re-evaluate the absurdity of 
the political field that manipulates her body.
蔣介石
小昭
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While Zhao Huiming is defined by the geopolitical space 
she inhabits, that space is also confined by her gender identity. 
As a symbol of corrupted space, the image of Zhao itself has to 
be corrupt:
After I finished making up, I looked at myself in the mirror. 
Someone said that I was extremely attractive when I was quiet. 
Probably it is true. But ain 't I beautiful when I smile? . . .  I 
remember Xiaozhao said I was good at tafking slowly and lightly. 
He said this fully aroused him. I agreed. Now that 1 have had 
more experiences, shouldn't I be more skillful at this? I turned 
around and looked askance at my own^figure; then I stepped 
forward and looked at the mirror directly. Ouch, how come I keep 
getting more wrinkles on my forehead? I am only twenty-four 
years old, with a perfect body full of youth and vigor; how can 
wrinkles come so quickly to my forehead? Who can I blame it 
on? (Mao Dun 1974: 14)
Here the author emphasizes Zhao's seductive body. The 
wrinkles are a sign of her degenerate life. As a political 
instrument utilized by the GMD，Zhao’s depraved body suggests 
the shame of a woman contaminated by politics. The politicized 
status of the body in this story raises a more general concern 
about feminine discourse: does her body become sexually 
different because it is produced by power, or does her sexually 
different body require different power inscriptions to maintain it?
Mao Dun clearly attempts to use Zhao Huiming’s body to 
mark the political field of Chongqing. The description of her body 
as depraved also applies to a network of power relations in 
GMD-dominated Chongqing. The constriction of her body can be 
seen as an allegory revolving around Mao DunJs political identity. 
However, it is problematic to regard women’s bodies as a blank 
andpass ive “medium，fortheinscriptionofgeopolitica lspace. 
As Elizabeth Grosz argues， “the deployment of sexuality， as one 
of the finer and more successful threads that bind knowledge- 
power to bodies, is not a promise of liberation but a way of tying 
individuals and groups ever more firmly to the biopolitical control 
of bodies" (1994: 155). This argument may explain what Mao 
Dun, as a male writer, does to fem inine discourse as he 
attempts to allegorize Zhao’s body. Yet Mao Dun’s contradictory 
attitude toward Qin Dejun enters into his presentation of Zhao;
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the ambiguity of Zhao's gender identity recurrently questions any 
coherent meaning her body is supposed to contain.7 Although 
portrayed as a GMD spy, she constantly feels ashamed of her 
own behavior. In creating such an image, Mao Dun put himself 
at risk— in fact, he had to face a vehement condemnation of 
Fushi during the Cultural Revolution: he was blamed for having 
sympathy for a GMD spy (Shen 1991:199-206).
Through explicating Zhao’s desire and sexuality, we see 
that political meaning only resides on the surface of her body. As 
a woman who is “not womanly,” Zhao is brave enough to hate 
and love. Her degeneration seems excusable since she is 
abandoned by the man she relies on; this reveals Mao Dun’s 
guilt about having previously abandoned Qin Dejun. Zhao's 
hatred of the male-centered society lurks beneath the surface of 
her body. In addition, such hatred allows the depraved heroine to 
withdraw from the endless cycle of revolution versus counter­
revolution. When she shuttles back and forth between the 
Communists (such as K and Ping) and the GMD spies, what she 
eagerly desires is not the knowledge of people’s political 
identities that it is her job to investigate, but rather the true 
feelings and love she always fails to get. The novel delineates 
the positions of the CCP and the GMD in Zhao's heart. Originally 
she tries to help the Communist K, but she soon feels deceived 
when K does not treat her sincerely; as a matter of fact, she 
clearly realizes that not only the GMD but also the CCP regard 
her as only a political and sexual instrument. Therefore she
7 In his reading of this novel, David Wang notes the strange 
familiarity between Shi [Eclipse] and Fushi, in terms of llMao Dun^s 
sympathy with women's fate and his intricate description of their 
ideological and psychological agitation in a time of political turmoil.1 Not 
only do the two nove ls1 Ch inese tit le s  overlap , but a lso the ir  
descriptions of the images of women bear a striking resemblance, and 
“private and public causes infiltrate each other’s spheres in such a way 
as to problematize the rationale o f revolution" (Wang 1992: 95). 
Indeed， although the two novels’ historical and political concerns are 
d iffe ren t一 one deals w ith the vac illa tion  and d is illus ionm ent of 
progressive youths after the fa ilu re of the revolution in the late 
twenties; the other has a clearer political intention to expose the 
corruption of the GMD through the degeneration of those youths in the 
late thirties— the anxieties of the narratives toward these women's 
roles sound extremely similar.
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willfully betrays both sides as they betray her. The theme of 
betrayal,8 which confirms the bond between political and gender 
identities, recurs frequently throughout the story. If we trace the 
theme of betrayal in Mao Dun’s real life—his vacillating attitude 
toward revolution and his abandonment of Qin Dejun—we may 
conclude that this theme in the novel again represents another 
of Mao Dun’s internal betrayals. In his. sympathy for the 
character Zhao Huiming, he is metaphorically disloyal to his own 
role as assigned by the CCP. #
Zhao Huiming's volatile body is closely linked with Mao 
Dun’s internal betrayal of his positions in real life. Indeed, her 
sexual body is hardly a passive object’ that only requires 
subduing and occupation. She successively betrays the space 
that inscribes and reinscribes itself on her body. Neither her 
political belief nor her sexual identity is stable enough to be 
articulated. By resorting to confessional narrative, the author 
attempts to reveal the truth about her body, but the body cannot 
fully contain that truth because of Mao Dun's ambiguous attitude 
toward his former lover. Therefore, a distance is created 
between the political theme and Zhao^ true sexual identity. This 
distance wins the reader’s sympathy for her difficult situation and 
provides her with a niche, a gray zone within the geopolitical 
space of Chongqing. She makes a move to transcend this 
space, ironically achieving what Mao Dun and Qin Dejun could 
not achieve in real life.
After Zhao Huiming fails to rescue Xiaozhao, her sexual 
body changes dramatically:
Standing in front of the mirror, I couldn’t help shouting to the 
person inside the mirror: (1ls it me?H It was not strange that I was 
thinner than before, but I was surprised my eyes looked so 
deadly. Who took away the light in my eyes, the light indicating 
that I dared to both love and hate? Xiaozhao’s death made me 
change mentally. Jueying said my eyes contained a demonic 
shine. She was worried that I was going to be m ad.. . .  I knew at 
that time my eyes really did have a demonic shine— it was 
because there was “an ideal” burning inside my heart . . .  But 
now if Jueying were to see me again, she would say that the
8 See David Wang’s three close readings of the theme of 
betrayal in Fushi (1992: 97-98).
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demonic shine in my eyes had disappeared; I had already lost
the light of being able to love and hate. (Mao Dun 1974: 214)
Here, the author switches from the sexual body to the spirit, the 
demonic light in Zhao's eyes. Before this, the author has often 
viewed Zhao’s relation to her own body as narcissistic, erotic, 
and material; now he displaces this relation onto the internal and 
spiritual world. This transformation is fundamental to the 
symbolization of the body. The demonic light of her eyes 
appears as a metonym for the body; it boldly refuses the 
construction by geopolitical space. Unlike the mute sexual body, 
the light can speak and fight back. According to the narrator, the 
loss of this demonic light is only temporary. At the end of the 
novel, Zhao finally stands up to redefine geopolitical space by 
saving a younger girl whose life  m irrors her own past. 
Comparing Mao Dun's story to his real life, we may say that the 
narrative transformation stems from his permanent internal 
struggles against the external established power structure, and it 
eventually de-allegorizes Zhao's body. In this manner, Mao Dun 
is actually symbolically transforming his own position in the 
network of power relations. Although in reality, Mao Dun viewed 
his political role and Qin DejunJs as locked in conflict, his 
sympathetic treatment of Zhao Huiming proves his ambiguous 
attitude toward this reality. Perhaps he was wondering if Qin 
would forgive him as he forgave her political choice.
Shanghai: The Ever-Changing Political Rhetoric
The term gud^o [isolated island] usually refers to the tiny 
foreign sector within Shanghai (including the British-dominated 
International Settlement and the French Concession), which 
remained intact from 1937 to 1941. Providing limited freedom, 
th is was a specia l space fo r in te llec tua ls  to w rite from  
perspectives beyond the Japanese occupation. However, after 
Japan extended its power to the foreign sector following the 
outbreak of the Pacific War in 1941, the gudao experienced a 
“dark world” period like other parts of Shanghai; it suffered 
political repression and economic bankruptcy. Obviously, any 
discussion of Shanghai’s lite ra ture during the Japanese 
occupation requires a consideration of the cosmopolitan cultural 
condition of Shanghai.
孤島
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Despite this cruel reality, Shanghai literature did not come 
to a standstill during the war period. Instead, there was an 
interesting literary situation in which various modes of writing 
coexisted in one space. Edward Gunn pioneered research in the 
lite ra ry “an ti-rom antic ” trend of th is period in his study  
Unwelcome Muse: Chinese Literature in Shanghai and Peking， 
1937-1945. Although he covered many unknown writers and 
writings, the relationship between the literary text and its 
historical context was not fully discussed until Poshek FuJs work, 
Passivity， Resistance, and Collaboration: Intellectual Choices in 
Occupied Shanghai, 1937-1945. Seeing passivity, resistance, 
王統照 and collaboration—respectively represented by Wang Tongzhao,
李 健 吾 古 今  Li Jianwu, and the Gujin [ancient and present] group—as the 
tripartite mode of cultural behavior under oppressive conditions, 
Poshek Fu “provided a stra tegic framework within which 
Shanghai writers defined and articulated their moral-political 
situation” （Fu 1993: 157). For him, each of these choices 
entailed complex and ambiguous moral responses, and these 
responses were culturally determined. It is very significant that 
Poshek Fu situates literary texts in their historical and socio­
political context of writing and publication. But since his work 
only aims to explicate the moral responses of intellectuals, he 
無名氏 leaves out modernist writers, such as Zhang Ailing, Wumingshi, 
and Xu Xu, whose works show different responses to the 
repressive conditions.
柯靈 As Ke Ling pointed out, it was this specific historical
moment and social space that produced Zhang Ailing, who 
surfaced in a loophole of the new literary tradition like a miracle.9
9 The famous writer Ke Ling, who reorganized the magazine 
Wartxiang [Thousands o f phenomena] as a forum to resist the  
Japanese during the occupation period, once said this of Zhang Ailing 
and her position in modern Chinese literary history: "[TJhe movement of 
Chinese new literature was always linked with politics. . . .  I count 
again and again with my fingers and figure out that Ws impossible to 
put Zhang Ailing in any of those literary periods; only the occupation of 
Shanghai gave her an opportunity. The Japanese invaders and Wang 
Jingwei's regime cut through the new literary tradition. As long as 
writers didn't fight against them, they were happy to welcome some 
literature decorating the so-called ‘peace.’ They had provided Zhang 
Ailing with the chance to give full play to her abilities. . . .  The heyday
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At the same time, Xu Xu and W um ingshi also gained  
extraordinary fame through their modernist writings. There is still 
the question of how these writers could arise in Japanese- 
occupied Shanghai and bring into the literary field a mode of 
modernist writing that was potentially (,the art of autonomyH but 
at the same time also pandered to popular taste. As a matter of 
fact, these three writers became extremely famous from 1943 to 
1945, a period when the gudao was replaced by the (<dark world" 
with severe political suppression. So the dexterous modernist 
expressions of these three writers added flavor to a decadent 
way of life. The Japanese invaders and the Wang Jingwei 
regime, as well as readers living under the terror of war, might 
have favored the development of modernist writings because the 
invaders seek a veneer of flourishing literary activity to cover 
their cruelty, while the readers want a certain space to escape 
temporarily from reality.
During the Japanese occupaWon， some famous writers 
who refused to collaborate with the Japanese had to face moral 
and political choices. As Poshek Fu describes, these writers 
either stopped writing or adopted a tone of uncertainty to 
balance private and public demands, as did Wang Tongzhao and 
Zheng Zhenduo, or chose to bravely rail against the Japanese 
domination, as did Li Jianwu (Fu 1993: 157). But the political 
and moral choices did not seem to bother Zhang Ailing too 
much. As Ke Ling recalled, she refused Zheng Zhenduo and Ke 
Ling’s suggestion to preserve her work for publication at a better 
time. Instead, she preferred to "strike while the iron was still ho f 
(Ke Ling 1992; Yu 1992; Zhang 1992: 4. 427) and overtly 
displayed her eagerness to become famous. However, unlike Liu 
Na’ou and Mu Shiyii^g， who had been put into the “collaborator” 
category, Zhang Ailing, Wumingshi, and Xu Xu consciously and 
unconsciously kept a certain distance from politics and morality.10
of Zhang Ailing's literary life only lasted two years (1943-1945), and 
fated once in a thousand years. It’s hard to say whether it was 
fortunate or unfortunate” （Ke Ling 1992: 427).
10 Interestingly, Zhang Ailing, Xu Xu, and Wumingshi are all 
fascinated with the spirit and aesthetics of decadence. Zhang Ailing's 
famous metaphor of “a beautiful and desolate gesture,” Wumingshi’s 
spiritual purgatory in a demonic world, and Xu Xu's lingering on the 
boundary of life and death constitute a sprawling field in which the
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They might “have furnished the illusion of peace” in a certain 
way, but their fiction also is inscribed with the possibilities of their 
social space. Their different ways of exploring the meaning of life 
show perspicacious insight into both the literary field and 
Shanghai’s “dark world.”
Among these three writers' productions, only two works, 
Zhang A ilin g ’s “S e /J ie ” [Lust/d isc ip line ] and Xu Xu ’s 
Fengxiaoxiao [The sighing wind], come directly to terms with the 
topic of politics versus eros in Shanghai during the Japanese 
occupation. Although most of their writings seem at odds with 
realistic circumstances, these two stories are based on the 
power relations of Shanghai. By setting the story of female spies 
in the realistic milieu of Shanghai, where social forces and 
repulsions are manifested in the form of eros, Zhang and Xu 
depict a social space and its influence on the bodies of these 
female spies. If, as Ke Ling points out, these writers became 
famous in “the dark world，” in which they and their works could 
only decorate the so-called “peace，” then their way of dealing 
with the serious issue of politics is very significant. How do they 
handle the relationship between the modernist obsession with 
romantic striving and an unequivocal social identity? What 
positions do authors such as Zhang and Xu take in the political 
field through their modernist writing? How is their fictional 
character of the female spy configured, and why is she so 
emphatically a figure of fascination in the context of war or, more 
specifically, occupied Shanghai? What is the interaction between
aesthetics of decadence is dominant. Although the three of them lived 
in Shanghai when they became very famous, they seldom wrote "war 
literature." Rather, they dwelt more upon the artistic world beyond 
geopo litica l space. The ir concern with “the autonomy of a rt” is 
nevertheless shaped by the historical and geopolitical space in which 
they lived. This makes it possible for these writers, who are so 
detached from the politics, to intervene in social reality. Wumingshi and 
Xu Xu constantly inquire about the meaning of life and existence, and 
Zhang Ailing sees through the man’s helpless imprisonment by reality. 
Their artis tic  representation defies the s im plis tic stereotypes of 
revolutionary literature and anti-Japanese literature, in which empty 
slogans, such as patriotism, revolution, and justice, get brandished. 
What is hidden in their texts is not only something inspired by the war 
and its destruction, but also something beyond the war itself.
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these female figures and the social space of Shanghai, which is 
totally different from Chongqing and Yan'an in terms of both 
political and cultural definitions?
In order to answer these questions, I will first look at Xu 
Xu's Fengxiaoxiao, a novel that the author started to write in 
194311 and published in 1946. Demonstrating a more serious 
concern with the national crisis than Zhang Ailing did, Xu Xu 
depicts a young philosophical scholar whose spiritual journey in 
Shanghai is tied up with nationalist feelings, sexual anxiety, and 
metaphysical thinking. Through his American friend Steve, the 
narrator sequentially meets three beautiful girls, Bai Ping, 白蘋 梅瀛子 
Meiyingzi, and Helen. Disguised as a ballroom dancer, Bai Ping 海偷 
works as a spy for her government. Like her, Meiyingzi is really 
an American spy, but she masquerades as a social beauty. Only 
Helen, the American girl with musical talent, does not need 
these veils to cover her true identity. At the beginning of the 
novel， the protagonist “I” indulges himself in various foppish and 
sensational parties, ballroom dancing, and orgies with his 
friends; at the same time he constantly agonizes over the 
national crisis. Although he is surrounded by these dazzling 
girls, the narrator frequently feels disconsolate, and melancholy 
and anxious feelings infiltrate his decadent life in Shanghai. After 
the outbreak of the Asian-Pacific war and Steve’s death， the 
narrator is introduced to the world of spies, in which he follows 
Meiyingzi’s orders. Since Meiyingzi mistakes Bai Ping for a 
Japanese spy, the narrator faces a conflict between friendship 
and professional duty. He is also unhappy about Meiyingzi’s use 
of Helen as a pawn; in the political conspiracy. Later on, after Bai 
Ping’s real status i场 revealed, the three of them work together to 
steal secret information from the Japanese, but Bai Ping dies in 
the line of duty. Finally, Meiyingzi avenges Bai Ping, and the 
narrator has to transfer to a place outside Japanese control.
The profession of a spy becomes a metaphor for the city, 
made glamorous With luxurious urban life and hybrid national 
identities that conceal the dangerous wartime political struggles.
Though the novel is rife with stories of the spy world, so 
prevalent in war literature and popular culture, it focuses more 
on a spiritual journey through which the author approaches less 
politicized issues. His representation of the social space of
11 Because of Xu Xu's popularity in 1943, this year was named 
“the year of Xu Xu.”
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Shanghai contains two dimensions, a world of reality and a 
world of inferiority. In the world of reality， the author’s keen 
in terrogation of the meaning of existence emerges in a 
repetitive, convoluted, and overbearing fashion. The gap 
between reality and interiority allows the author to keep a certain 
distance from the profession of spying. With this gap, even if the 
narrator T is involved in patriotic behavior—spying for the 
country—he still has the ability to question the inhuman side of 
this profession. He feels disturbed by its cruel side, which 
obliges him to abandon personal feelings,and individuality. An 
incarnation of contrad ictions, the narrator takes the spy 
profession as a privileged site through which he comes to terms 
with the conflicts between nation and personal life, humanism 
and cruelty. Therefore, the social space of Shanghai fails to 
restrain the narrator; instead, his philosophical meditation 
expands Shanghai into a field where eros and politics are 
conjoined with humanistic thinking.
Inhabiting the spiritual world, the narrator prides himself on 
his tenacious philosophical contemplations; he refuses to 
become entangled with reality. Although the narrator has a very 
strong national consciousness and devotes himself to saving the 
country, he can still transcend reality by embracing something 
deeper than patriotism—the quest for the meaning of life. 
Compared to the narrator, the professional female spies that Xu 
Xu portrays do not seem to have the same ability to be 
introspective about their situations. Their inability to do so has a 
lot to do with the author’s definition of femininity. Xu Xu does not 
share Zhang Ailing’s feminist point of view; his depiction of these 
female spies fails to demythologize the female body, though he 
aims to reveal the truth of the “spy.” After the narrator enters the 
world of spies, he has chances of removing the mystery masks 
of Bai Ping and Meiyingzi. Through this process, we can see the 
author is fascinated with as well as frightened by the “true” face 
of femininity. The narrator's philosophy of celibacy offers him a 
shield against the dangers of femininity: “the love of a celibate 
belongs to the spirit and he is not constantly in love; it is abstract 
and empty; it is perpetually giving instead of receiving; it belongs 
to all humans and to history” （Xu Xu 1990: 6. 488). This shield is 
like the transcendental and sublimated mind, spirit, or soul, but 
the female spies are always erotic bodies with no access to this 
purified world.
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With her seductive power, Meiyingzi is described as a 
pertinacious professional spy who can even utilize the American 
girl Helen as a politica l instrument to achieve her goal. 
Compared to Meiyingzi, Bai Ping is more human; she leaves the 
narrator alive when she is assigned to kill him. However, the 
narrator chooses to love Helen, who appears as less of a 
mystery than the other two professional spies. Of course, this 
choice indicates the narrator’s interior distance from the spy 
profession and other related patriotic activities that necessitate 
self-sacrifice, but it also makes manifest the author^ fear of 
dangerous, deceptive, and flowing femininity. It seems that the 
author has revealed the “truth” of these female spies， but in fact 
their bodies have been forever grounded for inscription and re­
inscription by the male symbolic system. Therefore, although Xu 
Xu’s adventure in the world of spies adds a spiritual dimension 
to occupied Shanghai, his description of the female spies still 
strongly reflects his position as a male writer.
If Shanghai can be read as a masquerade in which the 
truth is always hidden in Xu Xu's Fengxiaoxiao, then in Zhang 
Ailing’s “Se/Jie” the city is represented as a diamond luring both 
good and evil, men and women. Based on an actual event which 
occurred in Shanghai during the occupation, Zhang Ailing's short 
story was conceived in 1953 and published in the 1970s.12 This 
story evoked some controversy, since it is not only a rewriting of 
a historical event but also related to Zhang A iling ’s own 
legendary story with her first husband, Hu Lancheng, who had 
worked for the Wang Jingwei regime. On the surface, this story 
is nothing but another retelling of the old theme of “the trap of 
the beauty" {meiren ji). The theme can be easily traced through
12 Strictly speaking, Zhang Ailing，s “Se/Jie” cannot be regarded 
as a work produced in the wartime era, even if she collected the 
marterial and conceived the story at that time. However, its content, 
which is based on a real story which happened during the Japanese 
occupation, does lend itself to our study of the relationship between the 
geopolitical space of Shanghai and Zhang Ailing's retrospective look at 
this space. In addition, Zhang Ailing's literary achievement and her 
personal life were closely associated with Shanghai in the wartime 
period, and her short story “Se/Jie” was written under the shadow of 
her sentiments concerning this specific time and space, though it was 
published in the 1970s.
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西施 貂 嬋  historical stories like those of Xishi and Diaochan， in which 
unrivalled beauties were utilized successfully as political 
instruments. Yet Zhang Ailing’s interpretation adds a little twist to 
this old theme; she writes from a female writer’s point of view in 
the context of Shanghai under the control of the Japanese and 
the Wang Jingwei regime.
The story begins in a family setting where four women play 
mahjong with the male host standing behipd them. It is not an 
易 ordinary family; actually, the host, Mr. Yi, occupies a very 
important position in the Wang Jingwei regime as the Director of 
Intelligence. The diamonds worn on three of the women's fingers 
are said to reflect a bright light. The only one without a diamond 
王隹芝 is the heroine, Wang Jiazhi, who has become Mr. Yi's mistress 
and Mrs. Yi’s nominal daughter, though she is in fact on a secret 
mission to seduce Mr. Yi and get him assassinated. This double 
role was arranged a long time ago in Hong Kong, where Wang 
Jiazhi and her college classmates voluntarily organized a small 
patriotic group to assassinate collaborators such as Mr. Yi. 
Having failed to carry out her duty in Hong Kong, Wang Jiazhi 
moves to Shanghai and a GMD spy encourages her to continue 
this special job. With some excuses, Wang Jiazhi leaves the 
game and goes for a rendezvous with Mr. Yi. They go to a 
jewelry store, where she and other spies have designed a trap to 
assassinate him. Mr. Yi wants to buy a diamond for Wang Jiazhi, 
a pink six_carat one， “shining like a strange star，whose red color 
contains a sense of mystery” （Zhang 1992: 1. 262). At this 
moment she decides that the man really loves her. She whispers 
to him， “Go quickly!” Mr. Yi understands instantly and escapes 
from the trap successfully. But he immediately orders a blockade 
of the area and has Wang and her accomplices captured and 
killed. At the end of the story, standing again behind his wife to 
watch a mahjong game, Mr. Yi thinks of Wang:
He fe lt tha t her shadow  would fo re ve r accom pany him, 
comforting him. Although she hated him, it did not matter what 
kind of last-moment strong feeling she had for him. There was 
only feeling. Their re lationship was like the most prim itive  
relationship between hunter and prey, tiger and accomplice—  
there was the ultimate desire of possession. Alive, she was his 
woman; dead, she was his ghost. (Zhang 1992: 1.268)
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According to the critic Shi Kangqiang，“Se/Jie” is patterned 
after an event involving the GMD spy Zheng Pingru and Ding 
Mochun, the Director of Intelligence of the Wang Jingwei regime. 
The historical event and the fictional story are very similar: sent 
by the GMD, the female spy Zheng Pingru tried to entice Ding 
Mochun to a leather store where he was to be the target of an 
assassination plot, but unfortunately her colleagues missed the 
shot; finally, Ding had Zheng captured and executed in 1939. 
However, the biggest discrepancies between fiction and real 
event lie in two details: first, unlike Zheng Pingru, Wang Jiazhi is 
only an amateur who volunteers for this patriotic job; second, the 
surprise ending, in which Wang changes her mind at the crucial 
moment and falls in love with a hanjian [collaborator with the 
Japanese] because of an enticing diamond, would never happen 
with a well-trained expert (Shi 1995.7: 39). The historical event 
can be read as continuing the tradition of the meiren ji, in which 
the beauty, deprived of personal feeling, dies for a noble cause. 
However, in Zhang Ailing's version, the femme fatale who carries 
out a political duty capriciously allows feelings to complicate 
matters.
Not surprisingly, this short novel attracted public attention, 
so much that it triggered an interesting argument. Yuwairen 
wrote an article in 1978 criticizing it. He complained that Zhang 
failed to illustrate Wang J iazh i’s patriotic motivation and 
therefore "the fiction was an eulogy of hanjian—a very dubious 
eulogy” （Shi 1995.7: 37). Zhang Ailing did not directly reply to 
this criticism. Quoting Oscar Wilde, she emphasized that it was 
life that imitated art* not art that imitated life (Zhang 1988: 7). 
She sought to clarify her legendary love story with the hanjian 
Hu Lancheng， which lay concealed in the plot. Zhang Ailing’s 
own love story pg2zled numerous readers, who could not help 
but wonder why she fell in love with a man with such a political 
blemish. Yet it would be wrong to judge Zhang Ailing’s political 
identity simply by her relationship with Hu Lancheng. According 
to Zhang Ailing’s essay “You jiju hua tong duzhe shuo” [Words 
for the reader], written in 1947, she had never been involved in 
politics or received money from any political organizations: I
I never intended to clear myself, but in recent years I have been
frequently criticized by others. I felt so baffled to find myself
classified as a ^cultural collaborator." All the articles I wrote
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never intervened into politics and I never received any salary. 
The only thing that put me under suspicion was that I was asked 
to attend the so-called third Annual Meeting of “Greater East 
Asian Literati.” Although I wrote a letter declining the invitation (I 
still remember that letter since it was very short: "I sincerely 
decline to be a representative at the third Annual Meeting of 
‘Greater East Asian Literati’ 一Sincerely， Zhang Ailing”)， my name 
was still listed in the newspaper. (Zhang 1992: 4. 258)
Zhang Ailing’s own statement shows that she stayed aloof 
from politics. She did not intend to be a patriotic hero, nor did 
she ever associate with any hanjian. As Shi Kangqiang said, her 
legendary love with Hu Lancheng was apolitical, not to be 
judged by simple formulas, slogans, or concepts (Shi 1995.7: 
39). When Hu and Zhang first met, they were attracted by each 
other's literary talents. Regardless of Hu^ political position in 
Wang Jingwei^ regime, his age, and his marital status, Zhang 
Ailing fell in love with him, and soon they were married. In the 
context of the national crisis，Zhang’s personal choice seems 
unreasonable and unacceptable, but the choice proves that love 
cannot be easily subsumed under politics. Zhang Ailing only 
emphasizes that the relationship between man and woman can 
be understood as the most prim itive relationship between 
“hunter and prey.”
Most literary intellectuals in occupied Shanghai had to 
confront the moral dilemma of private and public life. Yet Zhang 
Ailing’s response showed a sense of insouciance: she chose 
private over public life and individual concern over collective 
commitment. Indeed，“Se/Jie” reveals significant tensions 
between eros and politics and between individual desire and 
moral-political responsibility; behind these tensions lies the 
starkly different choice of Zhang Ailing herself. With the surprise 
ending of “Se/Jie，” Zhang Ailing dramatically inverts the motif of 
meiren j i t in which the beauty^ feelings are neglected when she 
sacrifices her body for politics. Refusing to regard the body of 
the femme fatale as an emotionless medium for a political 
purpose, Zhang Ailing deliberately allies women’s bodies with 
diamonds， which not only represent the commercial “space” of 
Shanghai but also celebrate the materiality of femininity.13 In this
13 In her discussion of Zhang Ailing’s fiction， Rey Chow focuses
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case, the recurring themes of patriotism, private concern, and 
moral judgment are intertwined, and a female writer's point of 
view is shown to be incongruous with the nationalist discourse.
In such terms, Zhang Ailing demystifies the image of the 
femme fatale, who is usually portrayed as a threat to men. 
According to the narrative, the act of assassination is a 
performative act for Wang Jiazhi, who is selected because of her 
skill at acting. Ironically, in order to perform well, she even 
rehearses by sleeping with her sexually experienced classmate. 
As the narrator delves into Wang's psychological world, we find 
out that, after all, Wang is a lonely woman who longs for 
affection. Overwhelmed by the temporary emotion inspired by 
the diamond, Wang forfeits her patriotic feelings at the crucial 
moment. What hovers perilously and indecisively at this pivotal 
point of political action is the “fluid feminine.’’14 Seduced by the 
diamond, Wang dramatically switches from the nationalist 
position to the feminine position without any rational explanation. 
Focusing on the unfixed “flu id ” of femininity, Zhang Ailing 
destroys the masculinist construction of the femme fatale, whose 
body has been overcoded and overw ritten by ideology. 
Compared to Wang, Mr. Yi, who is not moved by unbridled 
feelings, shows the masculine side as more closely and firmly 
associated with rationality. Although he understands Wang 
Jiazh i's strong fee lings at that crucia l moment, he s till 
re lentlessly executes her. It seems that Zhang A iling is 
reinforcing sexual differences in this short story, but in fact 
through such a reinforcement she deconstructs the male 
symbolic order by unveiling the mystification of the female spy, 
who is always allied with deception, danger, and power.
on details about women to reveal Zhang Ailing 's fem inist writing  
strategies. See Chow (1991).
14 By linking up the feminine with “fluid," Luce Irigaray aims to 
deconstruct male-centered language. See Irigaray (1985: 106-18). For 
Luce Irigaray, l<fluidsH are connected with female expression, in contrast 
to the “solids” of the self-consistency of male logic. Her association of 
femininity with what she refers to as the "real properties of fluids" sheds 
light on my analysis of Zhang Ailing’s writing. Zhang Ailing’s special 
way of writing women is closely tired up with the language of “fluids，” 
which is contrasted with the stability of masculine ideology.
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As a result, the subversion of the meiren j i in "Se/Jie" is in 
effect a defense of individuality in terms of the female writer’s 
position, which could also explain Zhang Ailing’s personal choice 
of occupied Shanghai. For her, moral and political choices lie at 
the core of existence, where love, passion, and sexuality are 
central; this core is more essential than unqualified patriotism. 
Detached from politics, Zhang scrupulously avoids passing any 
judgment on it. Like her fictional character, she is produced by 
Shanghai, but at the same time her gendered, subjective 
position reflects the diasporic dimensiorj that subverts “the 
ordinary hierarchy of literary interest” under the national crisis 
(see Bourdieu 1995: 1-50).
Yan'an: The Land of Discipline
During the anti-Japanese period, Yan’an represented 
hope, brightness, and hea lth iness. It a ttracted a lot of 
progressive youths who were discontented with the GMD’s 
corrupt politics and eager to join the battle against the invaders. 
Coming from cities, most of them idealized Yan’an as a utopian 
place. But soon after they arrived, they faced the contradiction 
between individual consciousness and collective discipline. 
Dwelling on this contradiction, some young writers started to 
express their dissatisfaction. For instance, Wang Shiwei wrote 
the famous artic le “Ye baihe” [W ild lily ], advocating the 
separation of art and politics， and Ding Ling’s story “Wo zai 
Xiacun de shihou” and her article “Sanba jie yougan” [Thoughts 
on March 8] tackled the sensitive question of the relationship 
between women and the Party.
Before reading Ding Ling’s remarkable short story, “Wo zai 
Xiacun de shihou," we should note how the author is related to 
the fictional figure Zhenzhen and how difficult it has been for 
Marxist critics to categorize such an intriguing figure. Ding Ling 
wrote th is short story in 1941, while going through the  
Communist Party’s re-examination of her three-year prison term 
in Nanjing. The feelings she could not express during the 
investigation were somehow reflected in the portrayal of 
Zhenzhen, whose sacrifice was not understood by the masses. 
In 1957, the story was criticized by Communist critics as 
coun te r-revo lu tionary because of Ding L ing ’s positive  
characterization of the depraved woman Zhenzhen, to the
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detriment of the "sacred" national revolution.15 After the Cultural 
Revolution, some critics tried to refashion Zhenzhen as a 
progressive heroine sacrificed for the sake of revolution (Wang 
1984: 128-35). Criticisms from both periods are based on the 
judgm ent of Zhenzhen as a coun te r-revo lu tionary or a 
revolutionary, but ignore the more complex questions the 
narrator presents.
According to David Wang, Ding Ling brings up a very 
serious question about feminine discourse as related to politics, 
morality, and sexuality. Pointing out critics’ blindness to this 
question in existing studies of the story, David Wang provides 
further evidence that female fate still could not be determined by 
the “people” or “nation,” even if this fate was dictated by 
revolutionary ideology (Wang 1993: 328-35). Indeed, Ding Ling 
exposes the conflict of various powers that control the female 
body. Here, I focus on the relationship between geopolitics and 
the female body, and from this relationship we will observe how 
a woman’s sexual body, by its volatile nature, cannot be fully 
rationalized by a dominant power. I will also look closely at why 
the feminist consciousness seems so precarious in the Yan’an 
era.
“Wo zai Xiacun de shihou” portrays a young woman， 
Zhenzhen, who becomes a prostitute for Japanese troops in 
order to camouflage her job as a spy for the Communist Party. 
She is considered unacceptable to the benighted masses when 
she contracts a venereal disease and goes back to Xia Village. 
But at the end of the story, Zhenzhen has a bright future— she is 
treated well by the Party and joins the revolutionary army. 
Zhenzhen is a combination of bright mind and dirty body; she 
symbolically blends patriotic (or revolutionary) ideology with the 
organic decay agd putrescence that characterize the 
professional body of a prostitute.
Unlike other urban female spies, whose seductive bodies 
are intertw ined w ith a bourgeois consciousness that is 
intolerable in the Yan’an area， Zhenzhen boldly pursues her 
individual wishes before she becomes lost among the Japanese
15 Yao Wenyuan considers this short story as the representative 
product of Ding Ling's hostility toward revolutionary ideology and a 
piece of propaganda for Japanese imperialism. (See Xia 1984: 201). 
From 1955 on, Ding Ling was continually criticized by the Party.
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troops. After escaping from a marriage arranged by her parents, 
she applies to enter the Church, but unfortunately is raped and 
taken away by the Japanese. The manner in which she gives up 
her body for a patriotic purpose reveals a pessimistic attitude 
toward female fate, even if this attitude might be dominated by 
the ideology of the Communist Party.
Zhenzhen’s sickness eliminates the possibility of sexual 
pleasure that is romanticized by most male writers; her sickness 
symbolizes the pain in the woman's body .which is utilized by 
both the enemy and the Party (Wang 1993^331). The narrator 
plays with this symbol of sickness as the author tenaciously 
holds her feminist point of view. The sickness symbol conveys 
Zhenzhen's personal involvement, her consfcious participation in 
and devotion to revolution and “progress.” If she is sick for the 
sake of progress, then the sickness is the evidence and witness 
of her struggle and thus this would refer to a “positive” aspect of 
her body. Even with the sexual disease hidden in her body, 
Zhenzhen， in the narrator’s eyes， still has “a ruddy complexion” 
(Ding Ling 1984: 147). Such a healthy face is incongruous with 
the agonized and depraved body in which Zhenzhen suffers. Yet 
warding o ff the “depraved d isease ” does not make it 
automatically and permanently disappear. The questions remain: 
why is the “depraved disease” so dangerous? Can the concept 
of progress completely conceal symptoms of depravity? When 
the foolish masses unsparingly despise Zhenzhen and her dirty 
disease， Ding Ling’s interpretation comes to be challenged. 
Decadence is complicated, so it cannot be easily represented by 
one-dimensional characters. Thus, Zhenzhen's sexual disease is 
a dangerous signal introducing ambiguity, and confuses the 
dominant discourse of revolution. As the body of Zhenzhen, who 
serves the revolutionary cause, is contaminated by the depraved 
disease, it is impossib le to c lea rly d is tingu ish between 
decadence and progress.
When the narrator deals with the disease she resorts to 
Zhenzhen^ revolutionary and patriotic motivations, but as a 
result both the narrator and Zhenzhen have to oppose the 
masses, who pass the moral judgements. Ironically, the masses, 
Zhenzhen, and the narrator all belong to one integrated 
revolutionary organization controlled by the Communist Party. 
This is the most controversial part of the short story, because 
according to Party policy, although the consensus of the masses
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may produce morally paralyzing effects, revo lutionaries  
(includ ing the narrator, Ah Gui, and some progressive  
characters) are supposed to side with the masses instead of 
against them. This is why some Communist critics interrogate 
Ding Ling's attitude toward the masses. They assume that when 
she chooses to oppose the masses, she upholds the counter­
revolutionary standpoint. These Communist critics mingle the 
question of politics with that of morality, but they have every 
reason to be upset by the mixture of signs of decadence and 
revolution in Zhenzhen’s body, which could pollute the pure， and 
healthy, revolutionary ideal.
Wrestling with the question of how to relocate the female 
spy in Yan’an， Ding Ling consciously stresses Zhenzhen’s 
willingness to sacrifice for the revolution and the nation. Yet Ding 
Ling's uncompromising fem inist point of view reminds us 
constantly of how much pain Zhenzhen has endured for noble 
reasons. As a female writer, Ding Ling is more concerned about 
the pain and bitterness that Zhenzhen has to suffer than for 
nationalist propaganda. Her attempt to conceal Zhenzhen’s 
disease by speaking of “a ruddy complexion” insistently yields to 
her deep understanding of women's difficult situation. While the 
narrator feels surprised to see Zhenzhen's complexion, she 
cannot help inquiring about the truth of Zhenzhen’s bodily 
condition. This truth is revealed in Zhenzhen's confession:
The worst time was in the fall. I was told that my insides were 
rotting away, and then, because of some important information 
and the fact that no one could be found to take my place, I had 
to go back. Th^t night I walked alone in the dark for ten miles. 
Every single step was painful. My mind was filled with the desire 
to sit down and rest. If the work hadn’t been so important, I 
definitely wouldn't have gone back. But I had to. Ahh! I was 
afraid I might be recognized by the Japanese devils, and I was 
also worried about missing my rendezvous. After it was over, I 
slept for a full week before I could pull myself together. It really 
isn’t all that easy to die， is it? (Ding Ling 1989a: 308)
Without the glamorous mask seen in the representation of 
female spies in Chongqing and Shanghai, Zhenzhen becomes a 
normal woman who endures the tribulation brought on by her 
body and who cannot escape from the prison of her family, her
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village, and even the idealized Yan'an. Ding Ling tries very hard 
to twist Zhenzhen’s body to fit into the restrictions of Yan’an， but 
her feminist sensitivity to women’s torments and biological 
difficulties persistently complicates the transparency of this 
social space. While Ah Gui, who accompanies the narrator to 
Xia Village, reacts strongly to Zhenzhen's suffering, the narrator 
remains silent. Yet her silence, derived from her complicated 
relationship with the "political department," makes the case of 
Zhenzhen even more problematic. Had the .narrator hidden the 
pain of Zhenzhen's body within a pure and, healthy Yan'an, the 
party as well as the masses would not have been so 
embarrassingly opposed.
Ding Ling, as a female writer, was v^ry concerned about 
women's problems even while she was firmly committed to 
Communist ideology. In 1942, she published her famous article 
文藝 “Sanba jie yougan” in IVenj// [The arts]， of which she was the 
editor-in-chief. Concentrating on the topic of women in Yan'an, 
Ding Ling at the beginning of the article raises an interesting 
婦女 question: ^When will the words funu [women] not be emphasized 
or mentioned specifically anymore?” In her answer she honesWy 
points out the difficult situation of women in Yan'an while also 
affirm ing that women in Yan’an are happier than those  
elsewhere. By exposing the hardships of women in marriage, 
motherhood, and divorce, Ding Ling vehemently objects to a 
political judgment of those women who have to divide their lives 
between politics and womanhood. The most controversial part of 
Ding Ling’s article is her view of women as a gender which, in 
certain circumstances, has no connection with theory, no 
connection with “-isms” or thoughts, and no connection with 
meetings and lectures: I
I myself am a woman, and I therefore understand the failings of 
women be tte r than o the rs . But I a lso have a deeper 
understanding of what they suffer. Women are incapable of 
transcending the age they live in, of being perfect, or of being 
hard as steel. They are incapable of resisting all the temptations 
of society or all the silent oppression they suffer here in Yan’an. 
They each have their own past written in blood and tears; they 
have experienced great emotions— elation and depression—  
whether engaged in the lone battle of life or drawn into the 
humdrum stream  o f life . This is even truer of the female
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comrades who come to Yan’an, and 丨 therefore have much 
sympathy for those fallen and classified as criminals. What is 
more, I hope that men, especially those in top positions, as well 
as women themselves, w ill consider the m istakes women 
commit in their social context. It would be better if there were 
less empty theorizing and more talk about real problems, so that 
theory and practice would not be divorced, and better if all 
Communist Party members were more responsible for their own 
moral conduct. But we must also hope for a little more from own 
women comrades， especially those in Yan’an. We must urge 
ourselves on and develop our comradely feeling. (Ding Ling 
1989a: 308)
Reminding Yan’an men that these female comrades are 
just women who have to go through more biological suffering 
than men, Ding Ling turns the political problem of the so-called 
“backward women” into a gender problem caused by masculinist 
discourse even in the center of revolution—Yan’an. Ding Ling 
examines the political-cultural complexity of this social space 
from the ideological and emotional perspectives of modern 
feminism. All of women's gender roles— in love, marriage, 
childbearing, and divorce—are clearly identified to avoid 
mystification and mythologizing. As in (tWo zai Xiacun de 
shihou，’’ Ding Ling’s rational feminist inquiry in this article is 
continually intersected by her personal and subjective opinions. 
The essay is especially compelling since in the Yan'an area, the 
dominant power would not tolerate such a marginal voice. But 
soon Mao Zedortg launched the famous ''Rectifica tion  
Campaign" (Wenyi^ zhengfeng) in J  942, setting a standard for 
Maoist discourse for various kinds of writings in Yan’an. All 
artistic representafion was regulated by this space, which in Mao 
Zedong’s “Talks at the Yan’an Conference on Literature and Art” 
was defined as a base area “where workers, peasants, soldiers 
and the popular masses [held] power” （McDougalM 980: 84). As 
a result， Ding Ling’s article and story almost brought her the 
same fate as Wang Shiwei, who was executed after Mao's Talks. 
Even though she was luckier than Wang was in the Yan’an 
period, she was convicted as a counter-revolutionary from 1957 
to the end of the Cultural Revolution.
During the Rectification Campaign, the most prominent 
cultural imperative Mao set for artists and writers was to
文藝整風
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consciously submit to the masses. Under such circumstances, 
Ding Ling wrote a self-criticism of her article “Sanba jie yougan” 
that also criticized Wang Shiwei, who was victimized by the 
Rectification Campaign. In this article, Ding Ling not only 
attacked Wang Shiwei’s artistic viewpoints and his personal 
character, but also denounced her own feminist position, which 
had been expressed in the earlier article. Thus, Ding Ling 
forfeited her distinctive feminist identity. The marginal female 
voice, such as those of Zhenzhen and the narrator in l<Wo zai 
Xiacun de shihou,M which could be unsettling^ do longer existed 
under the control exerted by Maoist discourse. Without any 
loopholes to escape through, the female Body was seriously 
reinscribed by much stricter cultural codes with a political 
imprint.
I have attempted not only to take into account objective 
positions assigned by social space, but also to emphasize the 
differences between actual positions and potential position- 
takings within this space. The dialectics of the containability and 
uncontainability of women’s bodies offer a site for examining 
writers1 complicated relationships with geopolitical spaces. I do 
not wish to jump to any simple conclusions by negating the war’s 
reconsolidation o f the lite ra ti’s nationa lis t identity or by 
dism issing any poss ib ility  for the d iasporic mediation of 
nationalist discourse. Hence, I have explicated the complexity of 
Chinese in te llec tua ls ’ anxious struggle fo r personal and 
nationalist identity, and since their literary practices were 
produced in specific geopolitical spaces, they also had the ability 
to reshape social spaces. The cases of writers from three 
different spaces show that their work had a direct bearing on the 
social places where they were confined, but they also went 
beyond simplistic moral judgements through the symbolic power 
of representation.
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